Engine Life Treatment vs.
Heavy Duty Oil Stabilizer

Based on ProOne’s XPL+ Xtreme Pressure Lubrication Plus technology, ProOne has
developed two outstanding lubricants products for vehicles - ProOne Engine Life
Treatment and ProOne Heavy Duty Oil Stabilizer. Both are designed to significantly
reduce heat and friction, lower operating temperatures, and give superior protection
and performance.
ProOne Engine Life
Treatment

ProOne Heavy Duty
Oil Stabilizer

New gasoline engines - cars and light All diesel engines
trucks
Higher mileage gasoline engines

Used for
Usage directions

10% added to the 90% base oil
(12oz for 4-6 quart capacity engines)

20% added to the 80% base oil
(1 qt. with 4 qts. motor oil for a 5 qt.
system)

Other applications

Wet bath clutches - 5%

Manual transmissions - 20%
Differentials & gear boxes - 20%

Viscosity

Light weight viscosity

Heavier, thicker viscosity

Temperature range

Max. operating temperature when
used at 10% - 480oF

Max. operating temperature when
used at 20% - 500oF

Benefits

Helps reduce heat, friction and wear.
Reduces oxidation process to extend
drain intervals.
Helps optimize performance and fuel
economy.
Protects engine wear at start-up.
Protects & conditions seals.
Reduces excessive break-in wear.

Helps reduce heat, friction and wear
Reduces oxidation process to
extend drain intervals.
Helps optimize performance and
fuel economy.
Protects engine wear at start-up.
Protects & conditions seals.
Reduces excessive break-in wear.
Stops oil burning & oil leaks.
Slows blow-by & smoking.
Quiets engines & gear boxes.

For best results use ProOne Fuel Maximizer
in conjunction with either product.

Four Ball Wear Test

XPL+ Technology Provides
Dramatic Wear and Friction Reduction
A standard ASTM D-4172 Four Ball Wear test performed by an
ASTM-approved lab shows the difference in wear protection
between motor oil with and without ProOne XPL+ technology.
Test Method: ASTM D-4172 40kg 1 hour @ 75oC
Make & Model: PTI M-4
Base Product: 5W-30 motor oil without XPL+ technology
Test product: 5W-30 motor oil with XPL+ technology

COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION

MOTOR OIL WITHOUT XPL+

MOTOR OIL WITH XPL+
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VEHICLE 2004 Chevrolet Corvette ENGINE: C5 Z06
Between 2:00pm and 2:49 without ProOne Engine Treatment
Max Horsepower - 285.81
Max Torque - 310.91

Test Conducted: 9/28/12

VEHICLE 2004 Chevrolet Corvette ENGINE: C5 Z06
Between 4:15pm and 4:21 with ProOne Engine Treatment
Max Horsepower - 290.85
Max Torque – 318.91

Test Conducted: 9/28/12

From: Josh M.
Sent: Wednesday, March 20, 2013 8:44 PM
To:

twagner@pro-one.us; donaldwolfgang@aol.com; ealderman@pro-one.us;

Lawrence Kahn
Subject:

Fwd: Bubba Ross test

Sent from JM Mobile
Bubba Ross <ross.bubba@yahoo.com> wrote:
Josh
I just wanted to thank you for the test products that you sent me. We
run the Fuel Maximizer in a 09 KX250F, 06 YZ450F, 2011 fuel injected
YZ450F, 08 YZ85 and a 12 YZ TTR-50. We saw increased HP and better
fuel consumption right out of the gate. We have had less trouble with
spark plugs, and the bikes set for about 2 months during the winter
here and fired up on the 1st try. I mix it at 1CC per gal with 91
octane.
We run the Engine Life Treatment in all of the bikes. The KX250F has
over 80 racing hrs. On the motor and who knows how many practice and
just ridding around hrs. and it’s still running strong. We usually get
around 40-50 hrs. out of the motor when racing. The compression is
down, but still running strong. I like this product so much that I run
it in my 2011 Dodge 6.7. We mix it at 10% in the bikes and I add 36
oz. in with my oil changes on my Dodge.
Now the Penetrating lubricant is way awesome. We use it on our chains.
We have used other chain lubes and have spent more time cleaning
chains, sprockets, rims etc. etc. and was getting less performance out
of them then with the XPL-101 PL. We run both styles of chains, O-ring
and regular, the XPL have given us longer chain life and seems to
condition the O-rings better. Hardly any mess to clean off of the
bikes after ridding, easy to apply and easy to use, all around great
product. And I like the fact that product is non-toxic and
environmentally friendly.
Thanks
Bubba Ross
Roosevelt, UT.

